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About This Content
It’s Training Day in Foxington!
Lucky returns for his most daunting challenge yet in “Guardian Trials”, a dazzling new chapter for Super Lucky’s Tale. After
saving Gilly Island, Lucky’s big sister Lyra believes the time has come for him to meet his destiny and embark on the journey to
become a full-fledged Guardian.
Lyra enlists the help of a few lively friends pulled straight from the Book of Ages, and together they’ve set up a series of
insurmountable challenges that only a true Guardian could possibly conquer. Now, with your help, Lucky must puzzle, leap,
burrow, and roll his way through a hilariously retro bootcamp that’s tougher than any epic training montage! Along the way,
you’ll meet zany characters, best classic platforming challenges, defeat souped up bosses, solve perplexing puzzles and earn your
right to stand with Lyra as an official Guardian of the Book of Ages.
“Guardian Trials” also sees the debut of delightful costumes and accessories for Lucky to wear. Unlock them all with coins
you’ve saved up and wear the outfit that best defines you for the most fashionable adventure of Lucky’s career.
- A challenging adventure featuring a charming cast of friends and foes that players of all ages and skill levels can enjoy.
- Classic platforming gameplay featuring 3D arenas, side-scrolling challenges, intense boss fights, and complex puzzle minigames to stump the sharpest adventurer.
- An entire wardrobe of stylish clothes and accessories are now available for for purchase with coins collected from all previous
chapters in Super Lucky’s Tale.
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Title: Super Lucky's Tale: Guardian Trials
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Playful Corp.
Publisher:
Xbox Game Studios
Release Date: 14 Sep, 2018
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS: Windows 10 Version 14393.98 or higher required
Processor: Intel Core i5 3550 @ 3.3 GHz or AMD FX-6300
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: AMD Radeon R7 370 or NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660/570
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Danish,Dutch,Finnish,Greek,Hungarian,Japanese,Korean,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,R
ussian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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It's pretty okay dlc. A bit anticlimactic, but it does provide a fair challenge (i game over'd a couple times on some levels). It adds
a bit more replayability to the game and becomes a bit more fun after you've completed it.
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